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Abstract. In this paper, we present our first Vietnamese speech synthesis system based on deep
neural networks. To improve the training data collected from the Internet, a cleaning method is
proposed. The experimental results indicate that by using deeper architectures we can achieve better
performance for the TTS than using shallow architectures such as hidden Markov model. We also
present the effect of using different amounts of data to train the TTS systems. In the VLSP TTS
challenge 2018, our proposed DNN-based speech synthesis system won the first place in all three
subjects including naturalness, intelligibility, and MOS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with great advance in the field of artificial intelligence, many automatic sy-
stems have been built like robots, virtual assistants, autonomous cars, etc... and many are
recorded surpassed human-performance. Developing a system with the ability to synthe-
size human-like speech from raw text becomes crucial. A Text-To-Speech system (TTS) is
a computer-based system that automatically converts text into artificial human speech [1].
Note that TTS systems are different from Voice Response Systems (VRS): A VRS simply
concatenates words and segments of sentences and is applicable only in situations of limited
vocabulary.
Developing a natural, intelligible TTS system has long been a subject of broad interest
within science community. From the day Christian Kratzenstein introduced his simple me-
chanical speech synthesizer [2] in 1779, with the ability to simulate five long vowels (/a/,
/e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/), many innovative, efficient systems have been developed and im-
proved ever since. Later, in 1937, the Bell Telephone Laboratory introduced VODER [3]
(from Voice Operating Demonstrator). It is considered to be the first system in the world
to electronically synthesize human speech by analyzing its acoustic components. Apart from
synthesizing English, in 1975 MUSA was a specialized software with the ability to read Ita-
lian. A second version, released in 1978, was also able to sing Italian in an “a cappella” style
[4]. There had been still no multilingual TTS system until the year of 1997, when Bell labs
published their research on synthesizing multi-languages [5], which extensively used natural
language processing approach.
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Despite the fact that those synthesized speech quality had been improved significantly
compared to their predecessor, those systems still performed much worse than human did.
By late 1990s and early 2000s, the naturalness and intelligibility have been boosted by
using statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) such as hidden Markov model [6]. This
approach had incredibly advanced the quality of synthesized speech. Recently, deep neural
networks (DNNs) have been applied for TTS and achieved further improvement over the
SPSS method [7] while providing great flexibility to user requirement. WaveNet [8] and
DeepVoice [9] are two mounting evidences, which in many cases, sound perfectly human.
Speaking of Vietnamese, several researches have been done to tackle TTS problem for
Vietnamese. By the years of 2000s, most of Vietnamese TTS systems were built by using
formant and concatenative synthesis [1, 10]. Both of these two approaches have significant
disadvantages: while formant synthesized speech usually is lack of naturalness and sounds
creepily robotic, concatenative-based methods provides more human speech, but without
smooth continuity, mostly caused by distortions and asynchronous at junction between two
consecutive segments. In the work of Do and Takara [1], a TTS system named VietTTS was
built based on half-syllables with the level tone information, as well as a source-filter model for
speech-production and a vocal tract filter (modeled by log magnitude approximation). The
speech quality was acceptable then, but still could not resolve its concatenative limitations.
By that times, SPSS had become popular with the proliferation of using HMM with sig-
nificant improvement had been recorded [11, 12]. In such systems, the frequency spectrum
(vocal tract), fundamental frequency (voice source), and duration of speech were modeled
simultaneously by HMMs. Speech waveforms are generated from HMMs themselves based
on the maximum likelihood criterion [13]. Speaking of synthesized speech quality, generally
HMM outperforms other concatenative-based methods, with significant improvement in con-
tinuity and naturalness. Many TTS systems were recorded achieve good intelligibility with
HMM approach like T. T. Vu et al. system [14], or Q. S. Trinh system [15]. However, since
HMM bases on Markov assumption, it is not able to capture long-term dependencies, which
can further improve naturalness.
Deep neural network, with the ability to address that problem of HMM, has become
popular in not only speech synthesis, but also in many other context-dependent problems
like Automatic Speech Recognition [16, 17]. They have proven themselves to be powerful,
flexible and require less effort on data processing, compared to other traditional machine
learning methods. Many TTS systems, built over DNN architectures, have shown incredible
performance. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there is no published research
for Vietnamese TTS system based on DNN. Within the scope of this paper, we present
our first DNN-based Vietnamese TTS system, which achieves superior MOS (Mean Opinion
Score)1 of intelligibility and naturalness, compared to other Vietnamese TTS systems like
MICA2 and VAIS3 (the results were evaluated in the International workshop on Vietnamese
Language and Speech Processing - VLSP 20184). Postfilter parallelization to reduce time
response of the system without quality degradation will also be presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our proposed TTS
1For MOS detail, see https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-P.10/en
2http://sontinh.mica.edu.vn/tts2
3https://vais.vn
4http://vlsp.org.vn/vlsp2018
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system. Section 3 describes our experimental setup and results. Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section first gives an overview of our DNN-based Vietnamese TTS system. After
that we will present how to implement each module in details.
2.1. System overview
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed TTS system. The input is text, the output is synthesized
speech. The system consists of five main modules: text normalization, linguistic features
extraction, duration model, acoustic model, waveform generation.
Text normalization is responsible for normalizing input text. In this process, the input
text is converted into a form which is speakable words, for example, acronyms are transfor-
med into word sequences or numbers are converted into words. Linguistic feature extraction
is used to extract linguistic features from normalized text. Linguistic features include infor-
mation about phoneme, position of phoneme in syllable, position of syllable in word, position
of word in phrase, position of phrase in sentence, tone, part of speech tags of each word,
number of phoneme in syllable, number of syllable in word, etc... Duration model is used
to estimate timestamps of each phoneme. In this paper, this model is realized by a DNN.
Acoustic model is used to generate acoustic features such as F0, spectral envelope which are
corresponding to linguistic features [7]. In this paper, a DNN is also used to implement this
mapping. Waveform generation (also called as Vocoder [18]) converts acoustic features into
speech signal.
Figure 1. System overview of the proposed TTS system
Figure 2 shows in details the training and testing processes of the TTS system. In the
training process, there are two phases. The first phase is to train the duration model and
the second phase is to train the acoustic model. The corpus used to train both the acoustic
model and the duration model is a set of audio files with corresponding transcription. In the
first phase, duration model is trained by the following process. Linguistic features are first
extracted by the linguistic feature extraction module, these features are then put into a label
aligner which had been modeled by hidden Markov model (HMM), to estimate the initial
timestamps for each phoneme. Linguistic features with timestamps of phonemes and audio
files are then used to train the duration model. After training, the duration model is used
to generate new and better timestamps for each phoneme. In the second phase, a vocoder
[18] is used to extract acoustic features including fundamental frequency (F0) [19], spectral
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envelope (SP) [20] and aperiodicities (BAP) [21] of audio files. The spectral envelope and
fundamental frequency are respectively converted into Mel coefficients (MC) and logarithmic
fundamental frequency (log F0) by Features Converter module. The acoustic model is trained
to estimate the acoustic features given the linguistic features with the new timestamps.
In synthesis process, normalized text is used to extract linguistic features. After that,
the duration model is used to estimate the timestamps of each phoneme. The linguistic
features together with timestamps are then used as the input for the DNN acoustic model to
generate corresponding compressed acoustic features, which include MC, log F0, BAP. The
Mel coefficients are put into postfilter [22] to improve synthesized voice, then the compressed
acoustic features included postfiltered mel coefficients, logarithmic fundamental frequency,
aperiodicities are converted back to acoustic features SP, F0, BAP in Features Converter
module. Normally, postfilter takes quite a long time to process. In Section 2.2.4, we present
our approach to reduce the response time of postfilter while maintaining the quality. Finally,
the acoustic features are used as the input of the vocoder to generate speech signal.
In the next section, we will describe how to implement each module in details. Some
module like Features Converter, Label Aligner wont be expressed, because these modules
are implemented originally from Merlin Toolkit [23] without any modification.
Figure 2. The training and synthesis processes of a speech synthesis system using deep neural
network
2.2. Module implementation
2.2.1. Text normalization
The text normalization module is responsible for converting input text into a speakable
form. For example, date-time, numbers, acronyms should be converted into words sequence.
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Our text normalization procedure is conducted as follows: the input text is initially split
into a sequence of elements (could be word or syllable) by whitespace. Each element is then
looked up in the Vietnamese dictionary. If an element is not found, it will be converted
to speakable syllable sequence by looking it up in the loanword and acronyms dictionaries.
For example, cntt will be transformed to cong nghe thong tin. If it still cannot be found,
we apply regular expression to search for available form (like sequence number, date, time).
For example, “30/6/2018” is replaced by “ba muoi thang sau nam hai nghin khong tram
muoi tam”. Remaining unknown elements are removed, only normalized elements and fixed
misspelling words are saved.
2.2.2. Linguistic features extraction
Linguistic features are generated by extracting linguistic information from the input
text including part-of-speech tag, word segmentation, text chunking, as well as phone and
syllable information, and timestamps of phonemes [24, 25, 26]. Each piece of information is
then encoded into a one-hot vector.
For text preprocessing, firstly, input text is transformed to a sequence of phoneme by
using a phonetic dictionary for 6700 Vietnamese widely-used syllables. This sequence is then
segmentated into meaningful words, each of those words is then tagged with its POS tag and
Chunking tag. Since Vietnamese does not have an explicit delimiter for distinguishing words
like English and many other languages (commonly the space character and almost every
punctuation), word segmentation for Vietnamese is considered to be hard and sometimes, a
wrong segmentation can lead to ambiguity and completely alters the meaning of the original
sentence. This step also decides the quality of features set, when an accurate segmentation
can further improve the accuracy of POS tagging and Chunking.
To train the DNN acoustic model, time information also needs to be added to linguistic
features set, which consists of beginning time and ending time of the phoneme. This step is
called forced alignment [27] from the Merlin toolkit [23], implemented by using an HMM.
Specially compared to English, Vietnamese have many discernable linguistic features,
which mostly come from the tonal characteristic of Vietnamese and the difference between the
phoneme set between these two languages. While Englishs phonological system is commonly5
known as the composition of 44 phonemes [28]. According to Ben Pham & Sharynne McLeod
[29], Vietnamese north dialect contains a total of 50 phonemes, in which there are 20 initial
consonants, 2 initial semi-vowels, 10 final consonants, 2 final semi-vowels, 9 long singleton
vowels, 4 short singleton vowels, and 3 dipthongs. In addition to that, Vietnamese has a
total of 6 tones [30, 31, 32]. All those dissimilarities are presented within the labels file,
along with those features described above.
After those above steps, the extracted linguistic features contain multi-level information
about the input text, which includes:
• Phoneme-level: Current, previous and next phoneme and its position in the syllable.
• Syllable-level: Number of phonemes, tone of current, previous and next syllable, posi-
tion of syllable within current word, phrase and sentence.
5Some researches claim it to be 35 phonemes [28]
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• Word-level: POS tags of current, previous and next word; number of phonemes, sylla-
bles in current, previous and next word.
• Phrase-level: Number of current, previous and next words and syllables.
• Sentence-level: Number of words, syllables and phrases.
2.2.3. Acoustic and duration modeling
In our TTS system, both the acoustic and duration models are implemented by neural
networks. Specifically, we use conventional feed-forward deep neural networks. The effect of
number of hidden layers will be discussed in the experiment section.
Since deep neural networks can only handle numeric or binary values, the linguistic fea-
tures need to be converted. There are many ways to convert linguistic features into numeric
features, one of them is to answer the question about linguistic context e.g., what is the
current phoneme? what is the next phoneme? how many phonemes in current syllable?.
Compare to the Merlin DNN-based TTS system for English [23], our DNNs for Vietnamese
TTS have many more input features because of the vast differences in number of phonemes
and tone information. They consist of 752 inputs including 743 features derived from lin-
guistic context and the remaining 9 features from within-phone positional information e.g.,
frame position within HMM state and phone, state position within phone both forward and
backward, and state and phone duration [23].
2.2.4. Postfilter
Statistical averaging of parameters creates trajectories that are overly smoothed across
frames in the time domain but also within a frame in the spectrum domain [33]. A post-
filter technique on Mel cepstral coefficients represented in [22] was applied to statistically
generated speech trajectories. Postfilter is also recorded to enhance the formant structure
in speech coding [34]. Moreover, it can be used to compensate the oversmooth spectrum in
speech synthesis as well [33]. Furthermore, the result in [22] showed that by combining a
mixed excitation model with a postfilter, we can significantly improve the quality of synthe-
sized speech of HMM-Based Text-to-Speech Synthesis. For those reasons, we have applied
postfilter in DNN-Based Speech Synthesis and got improvement of synthesized speech qua-
lity (see more details in Section below). The cost of such enhancement is a considerable
increase in system response time. In this paper, we propose a method to reduce the response
time while maintaining the quality.
Because the spectra are expressed as Mel-ceptral coefficients, therefore, we use a post-
filter on the Mel-cepstral coefficients as in [22] and [34]. The implementation of postfilter
was introduced in HTS with the architecture presented in Figure 3. The first block, ACC-
Mcep is an autocorrelation block which takes Mel-ceptral coefficients as input and outputs
corresponding autocorrelation coefficients. The same ACC-Postfiltered Mcep block also cal-
culates autocorrelation coefficients, but the given inputs of this block are Mel-coefficients and
weight vector. The filtered Mel-ceptral coefficients, which are used for calculating output
autocorrelation coefficients, are the result of multiplying each Mel-ceptral coefficients with
6http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/
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Figure 3. The architecture of postfilter (adapted from HTS6)
corresponding weight factor in weight vector. The weight vector has 0th value and 1th value
are 1, the other values are tunable values, which control the amount of perceptual postfil-
tering. In the MLSA coefficients module, the MLSA coefficients (MLSA: Mel Log Spectral
Approximation [35]) is calculated from the filtered Mel-coefficients by the following function{
b(m) = c(m), m = M,
c(m)− α ∗ b(m+ 1), 0 ≤ m < M (1)
where α is a parameter to approximate the Mel scale [22].
Autocorrelations coefficients of both Mel-ceptral coefficients and filtered Mel-ceptral coef-
ficients are used to compute 0th MLSA coefficient. It was then added into 0th MLSA coef-
ficient of output vector. Finally, the postfiltered Mel-coefficients are calculated from Mel-
coefficients, weight vector and MLSA coefficients in Mcep-generator module.
After calculating time response of the functions of the postfilter implementation, we have
realized that both autocorrelation modules take the most of response time. The autocorre-
lation module takes Mel-ceptral coefficient vector c as an input
c(0), c(1), ..., c(M1)
the corresponding autocorrelation coefficient vector is given by r
r(0), r(1), ..., r(M2)
where M1 is the order of cepstral coefficients and M2 is the order of autocorrelation coeffi-
cients.
In the autocorrelation module, each r is calculated from Mel-ceptral coefficient vector
c, independently with other vector. For that reason, parallelization can be applied for each
cepstral coefficient (within a frame). In our proposed system, the cepstral coefficient vectors
are grouped into six different groups, hence six parallel threads are also used for calculating
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autocorrelation vectors of each group. Applying of parallel processing archives significant
improvement of time response. Time performance can also be even better by using more
threads for computation (see more details of the time response comparison of those systems
in Section 3.3.5).
2.2.5. Vocoder
Vocoder is a module that analyzes and synthesizes speech. In our TTS system, vocoder
is used in both the training phase and the synthesis phase. In the training phase, vocoder
extracts acoustic features from training audio files. In the synthesis phase, the estimated
acoustic features are used as the input of vocoder to generate speech signal.
In this paper, we use a popular vocoder called WORLD [36] to analyze and synthesize
speech signal. The acoustic features analyzed by WORLD vocoder include 60-dimensional
vector of Mel coefficients containing spectral envelope information, 25-dimension vector of
aperiodicities and logarithm of F0 [23]. In the training phase, these vectors are used as
the output of the acoustic model deep neural network. In the synthesis phase, these feature
vectors (predicted by the DNN acoustic model) are used as input for the vocoder to synthesize
speech signal.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Corpus preparation
Corpus preparation is one of the most important processes to make a high quality speech
synthesis system. To have a good training dataset, we first need to collect a large enough
amount of data. The dataset then needs to be further processed to improve the data quality.
To achieve the most natural synthesized speech, we have collected around 7 hours of pre-
recorded audio from an audio news web site (http://netnews.vn/bao-noi.html). However,
there are several issues by using this corpus for speech synthesis for example the volume of
audio is not consistent sometimes too loud or too soft, noise sometimes appears within the
pauses, the acronyms and loanwords exist in the corpus, and there is no transcript at the
sentence level.
To improve the quality of training data, the following procedure is proposed:
• Step 1: The long audio files are split into sentences.
• Step 2: The volume of the audio files is then normalized at the sentence level.
• Step 3: Manually clean the noise within pauses. The sentences with high background
noise are removed.
Finally, we obtain a corpus with 3504 audio files that are equivalent to 6.5 hours.
3.2. Experimental setup
The corpus is divided into three subsets for training, testing and validating with 3156,
174 and 174 sentences respectively.
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The 6 hidden layer feed-forward deep neural networks are used for both the duration
model and acoustic model. Each hidden layer contains 1024 neurons. The WORLD vocoder
is chosen to analyze and synthesize speech signal.
The input features of the acoustic model and the duration model consist of 752 features
that include 743 features derived from linguistic context and 9 features from within-phone po-
sitional information. The acoustic features include 60 dimensional Mel-cepstral coefficients,
25 band aperiodicities and F0 on log scale.
We also build an HMM-based TTS system as the baseline to compare with our DNN-
based TTS system. The same training data set was used as in the DNN system. Each
observation vector consists of 25 Mel-cepstral coefficients, F0 on log scale and their delta
and delta-delta features. The number of questions for decision tree was 743. The five-state-
HMM is used for modelling the phonemes, and a multi-space probability distribution is used
for modelling log F0 sequences consisting of voiced and unvoiced observation.
3.3. Experimental results
We first describle about the evaluation metrics used in TTS. After that various experi-
ments are presented to show the advantages of our proposed system.
3.3.1. Evaluation metrics
We evaluate the quality of TTS systems based on two criteria i.e., objective and subjective
results.
• Objective evaluation (lower is better): We evaluate TTS systems using 4 popular
metrics [7] including:
- MCD: Mel-cepstral distortion.
- BAP: Distortion of band aperiodicities.
- F0-RMSE: Root mean squared error in log F0.
- V/UV: Voiced/unvoiced error.
• Subjective evaluation (higher is better): three metrics including naturalness, intelligibi-
lity with maximum score of 100 and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) with maximum score
of 5 are used for subjective evaluation. 6 people are asked to listen to each synthesized
sentence and provide their score.
3.3.2. Effect of cleaning training data
We first examine the effect of applying the training data cleaning procedure (Section 3.1).
Two DNN-based TTS systems are trained without and with using the data cleaning proce-
dure. Table 1 shows that by carefully cleaning training data, a significant improvement in
synthesized speech quality is achieved both in objective and subjective evaluation. Specifi-
cally, 4 objective metrics are reduced, while 3 subjective metrics are increased.
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Table 1. The objective and subjective evaluations for the two DNN-based TTS systems without and
with using the training data cleaning procedure. (MCD: Mel-Cepstral Distortion; BAP: distortion of
band aperiodicities; F0 RMSE: Root mean squared error in log F0; V/UV: voiced/unvoiced error)
Training
data
cleaning
Objective evaluation Subjective evaluation
MCD
(dB)
BAP
(dB)
F0
RMSE
(Hz)
V/UV
(%)
Naturalness Intelligibility MOS
No (DNN1) 4.758 0.171 23.038 6.084 92.67 94.00 4.50
Yes
(DNN2)
4.721 0.163 22.119 6.052 94.67 96.33 4.61
3.3.3. Effect of DNN architecture
In the previous experiments, 6-layer DNN were used for the duration and acoustic models.
Now we investigate the effect of DNN architecture to the quality of the TTS system. Note
that in all cases, we use training data after cleaning i.e., DNN2 in Table 1.
Table 2 shows the results given by the DNN-based TTS systems with different DNN
architectures The last row is the result given by the HMM-based TTS baseline. We can see
that by increasing the number of hidden layers from 1 to 6, we can improve both objective
and subjective metrics. However, when more than 4 hidden layers are used, not much
improvement is observed for objective evaluation except voice/unvoice error. For subjective
evaluation, no improvement is achieved by using more than 5 hidden layers for the DNN
models.
Table 2. The objective and subjective evaluations for the TTS systems with different DNN architec-
tures, the last row is the result for the HMM-based TTS system. (MCD: Mel-Cepstral Distortion;
BAP: distortion of band aperiodicities; F0 RMSE: Root mean squared error in log F0; V/UV: voi-
ced/unvoiced error)
Model
Objective evaluation Subjective evaluation
MCD
(dB)
BAP
(dB)
F0
RMSE
(Hz)
V/UV
(%)
Naturalness Intelligibility MOS
1 layer-DNN 5.104 0.173 24.158 7.097 88.33 91.67 4.31
2 layer-DNN 4.875 0.169 23.010 6.577 91.67 94.00 4.47
3 layer-DNN 4.769 0.166 22.434 6.310 92.33 94.33 4.49
4 layer-DNN 4.729 0.163 22.051 6.212 92.33 94.67 4.50
5 layer-DNN 4.724 0.163 21.969 6.141 94.67 96.33 4.67
6 layer-DNN 4.721 0.163 22.119 6.052 94.67 96.33 4.67
HMM 4.790 0.185 23.012 8.528 89.67 90.00 4.40
Comparing to the HMM-based system in the last row, the DNN-based system (6 hidden
layers) has a similar performance in Mel-cepstral distortion and root mean squared error in
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log F0. However, the DNN system is significantly better than the HMM system in distortion
of band aperiodicities and voiced/unvoiced error. In the subjective evaluation, the DNN
system outperforms consistently the HMM system in all three metrics including naturalness,
intelligibility and MOS. This shows that by using deeper architectures we can achieve better
performance for the TTS than using shallow architectures such as HMM or neural network
with 1 hidden layer.
3.3.4. Effect of training data size
Figure 4. Subjective evaluation for both the DNN-based and HMM-based TTS systems with different
amounts of training data
Now, we investigate the effect of training data size to TTS performance. We randomly
sample the full training set (3156 sentences) to smaller subsets i.e., 1600, 800, and 400
sentences. Figure 4 shows subjective evaluation given by the DNN-based system (with 6
hidden layers) and the HMM-based system with different amounts of data to train the
model. It can be seen that performance degradation is observed when using less training
data for both the DNN and HMM systems. The DNN system achieved a significantly better
performance in all aspects: naturalness, intelligibility and MOS metrics.
3.3.5. Effect of applying postfilter
In this section, we discuss the effect of applying postfilter to synthesized quality. Two
DNN-based system with 6 hidden layers are compared: the first system is configured with
postfilter and the second system is a normal system without postfilter. The subjective
evaluation is shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the DNN-based system with postfilter
archive better results in naturalness, MOS and Intelligibility.
3.3.6. Effect of applying parallel processing to postfilter
The result of previous section shows that, by applying postfilter to DNN-based speech
synthesis system, notable improvement in synthesized quality has been recorded. In this
section, we compared time response of three DNN-based text to speech systems with 6
hidden layers: the Original Postfilter system (system with original postfilter from HTS),
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Table 3. Subjective evaluation for both the DNN-based TTS with applying postfilter and DNN-based
TTS without applying postfilter
Apply Postfilter MOS Naturelness Intelligibility
No 4.39 83.73 92.05
Yes 4.67 94.67 96.33
the No Postfilter system (system without postfilter) and the Parallel Postfilter (system with
parallelized postfilter).
We made a performance test to compare time response of three systems above. The test
corpus is a set of the sentences with variable length (like 4 word, 5 word, 6 word, 10 word,).
For each length, three sentences were used for testing. The average response time of each
system for each length group is demonstrated in Figure 5. It is clear that by using parallel
processing, the systems response faster and the difference in time performance is getting
more significant as the length of the sentence increases.
Figure 5. The response time comparison of three systems: No postfilter is the speech synthesis system
without postfiltering, Original Postfilter is the system with the postfilter originated from HTS, and
Parallel Postfilter is the system with the postfilter implemented by applying parallel processing
3.3.7. Performance in the VLSP TTS challenge 2018
Our proposed TTS system was also submitted to the VLSP TTS challenge 2018. The test
set consists of 30 sentences in news domain. Each team needs to submit 30 corresponding
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Table 4. The scores given by 3 teams in the VLSP TTS challenge 2018
Team Naturalness Intelligibility MOS
VAIS 65.50 72.54 3.48
MICA 72.69 76.94 3.79
Our system (Viettel) 90.54 93.02 4.66
synthesized audio files. 20 people including males/females, different dialects, phoneticians
and non-phoneticians were asked to provide score for naturalness, intelligibility and MOS.
As shown in Table 4, our TTS system (Viettel) won the first place and outperformed other
TTS systems significantly in all subjects including naturalness, intelligibility, and MOS.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented our effort to build the first DNN-based Vietnamese TTS
system. To reduce the synthesized time, a method of using parallel processing postfilter
was proposed. Experimental results showed that using cleaned data improves the quality of
synthesized speech given by the TTS system. We also showed that by using deeper archi-
tectures, we can achieve better synthesized speech quality than using shallow architectures
such as HMM or neural network with 1 hidden layer. The results also indicated that less
training data also reduces speech quality. Generally talking, in all cases, the DNN system
outperforms the HMM system. Our TTS system also won the first place in the VLSP TTS
challenge 2018 in all three subjects including naturalness, intelligibility, and MOS. Our future
work is to optimize the TTS systems for different dialects in Vietnam.
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